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For the first time a computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
method is used w calculale directly the high-speed
impulsive (HSI) noise of a non-lifting hovering rotor
blade out to a distance of over three rotor radii. In order to
accurately propagate the acoustic wave in a stable and
efficiont manner, an implicit upwind-biased Euler method
is solved on a grid with points clustered along the line of
propagation. A detailed validation of the code is
performed for a rectangular rotor blade at tip Mach
numbers ranging from 0.88 to 0.92. The agreement with
experiment is excellent at both the sonic cylinder and at
2.18 rotor radii. The agreement at 3.09 rotor radii is still
very good, showing improvements over the results from
the best previous method, Grid sensitivity studies
indicate that with special attention to the location of the
boundaries a grid with approximately 60,000 points is
adequate. This results in a computational time of
approximately 40 minutes on a Cray-XMP. The
practicality of the method m calculate HSI noise is
demonstrated by expanding the scope of the investiga_on
to examine therectangular blade as well as a highly swept
and tapered blade over a tip Mach number range of 0.80 W
0.95. Comparisons with experimentaldam an: excellent
and the advantages ofplanform modificationsareclearly
evidenL New insight is gained into the mechanisms of
nonlinear propagation and the minimum distanceat which
a valid comparison of differentrou)rs can be math::
approximately two rotor radii h'om the _ of rotatio_
Radiated noise can severely restrict rmor_lft usage in
both civilian and military operations. When it deem.
impulsive noise is unquestionably the loudest and the.
most annoying source of noise. It is annoying because
the ear is particularly sensitive W pt_tsw'e changes that
occur ovor a very short peri_ of time. Impul_ve no_e
can be broken down into two areas: hi_.sp_ impure
noise _SI). and blade-vortex interaction noise _Vl).
BVI noiseisverydifficulttomodel due to the imporwce
of un_, ilne-dimcnmonal and wakc effectt
rotational velocity is equal to the undisturbed speed of
sound, the linear sonic cylinder, is located far from the
blade. As the tip Mach number of the rotor increases the
compressibility effects increase and the aerodynamics
becomes nonlinear:, supersonic pockets form on the rotor
blade. In addition,the linear sonic cylinder is now located
relatively close to the tip of the rotor blade as displayed in
the first pan of figure 1. If the tip Mach number is large
enough, then the supersonic pocket on the blade may
exlend out w the supersonic region past the linear sonic
cylinder. This deiocMization phenomenon was established
by Yu et al [2]. The amplitude of the noise increases
drastically. Inaddition, the noisebecomes much more
impulsive in nature as displayed in the second pan of
figure 1. Hence, the term high-speed impulsive noise.
Unfortunately, the difficulty of properly including these
nonlinear effects limited the successof previous auempu
to model HSI noise.
Discussim ofAcoustic Methods for HSI Noise
Three different methodshavebeen proposedto model the
acoustic propagationofHSI noise: the acousticanalogy
approach, the Kirchoff formulation, and computational
fluiddynamic,L
AcousticAnalogy_A op_ro_h
The acoustic analogy approach of Lighthiil [3] as
developed by Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings (FW.H) [4]
is the mosz commonly used method to model HSI noise.
The FW-H equation considers helicopter noise to be
broken down into du'ee components: (1) the thickness
noise which is generated by the displacementofthefluid
Is the blade rotates, (2) the loading noise which is
genemmd by the distributed aerodynamicforceson the
rotor bladesurface and (3) the nonlinear noise which is
by large gradients in the Lighthitl stress tensoc.
The acousticImlogy approachmodels the thickness and
loading noise by mzgrating monopoleand dipole sources
over the sur[ace of the blade, while it models the
nonfinear noise by integrating quadmpote sources over the
whole volume of the fluid domain,
HSI noise is usually seen in forward flight but it alto
appe_s in hover for high tip Mach numbe_. Sclunilz
aod Yu [I] demonstrated that in beth cases, a similar
curve arisesfor peak we_ure as a function of Mach
number when Mach number is takenas the advarging tip
Mach number or the hovering tip Mnch number, as
appropriate. In addition, the influence of lift on HSi
-noise is secondary. Therefore, this study only examines
HSI noise of a non-lifting hovering rotor blade.
At low dp speeds the flow in the vicinity oKthe rotor
blade is purely subsonic. The point at whicb the
The main di/Ttculty with the FW.H formulation is that it
requites the disiribution of sources as an input and it relies
on experimentaldam of numerical calculations from CR3
IOprovide suchinpuC This input must be accurate since
second order derivativesare required to calculate the
quadrupole terms. Also, the quadmpole calculations are
made more tractable throughapproximations. UsuaJty
some of the Lighthill stress tensor terms and all of the
acoustic near-field terms are neglected and the domain of
the quadrupole inteSradon is made finite. Unfortunately,
these appmximatioe_ require a knowledge of which terms
can safely be neglected and exactly how large to make the
dom_nof the tmegmdon. In fact. the limiting of the
domain of integration has hugl asvend researchers to
questionthe ,bitty to haudk rig mnlinew tern wben me
flow becama d_g:tm_ [5-TL
Despite these limitations, many things have been leaned
about H$I noise using the acoustic analogy approach.
Sclunitz and Yu [8], using _ acoustic planform method
in the time domain to solve the FW-H equation and a
_nic-small disturbance code to Wovide the source
input for the quadrupole term, demonstrated the
importance of the quxkupole term i_ de_rmining the peak
amplitude and shape of HSI noise. Unfortunately, the
amplitude of the •egative peak pressure is in poor
agreement with experiment: tendi•g to underpcedict
slightly before delocalizatkm and drastically overwcdict
,fta deload_m. _ ['/]. using• frequencydomain
method to solve the I:W.H equation, lugl similar results
but was still able to demonstra_ the _lative effect of the
rotor blade planform on HSI noi_.
Kirchoq'Fomlulatinn
An alternative method to study HSI noise is to consider •
Kkchoff formuladon. A 5ncar K/rchoff method requires
the control am'face to be huge enoughto contain all of the
nonlinear aerodynamic behavior of the problem.
Thc_fo_, Isom, et al [9] developed a nonlinear Kirchoff
formulation based on the small disturbance potential
equation. As in the acoustic analogy approach, there we
two linear terms which are surface integrals and a
nonlinear term which is • volume integral. However, by
using a stationary phase apWoach with a high frequency
assumption, the nonlinear term can be converted to •
surface integral at the linear tonic cylinder. This is
because in hover the linear sonic cylinder is then a caustic
surface where all of the importam dam originates. Thus,
by locating the surface for the two linear terms at the
same location, only data on thesoniccylinder is required.
The nonLinear Kircboff formulation pt_ptes this data
along linear characteristics to the fK-fgld.
The main difficulty with Itom's formulation is the
possible restrictio•s due to the high frequency
asmmlxion. This shouldnauh in me _ of
any low freqt_tcy cona/bul/on due to _c nonlinear temp.
The neglecting of me no, mere"term when the flow is not
delocMized, due to the _ of • shock croBing the
_ic cytn_, _ould alto cam_ _ _ction race
the nonlinem' contribution to the 8cou_i_g is imown _ be
non-negligible. The method also assumes that the
curvature of the shock in the plane nonmd to mtat_ is
negligible, which is not mg for very strong sitoc_
In spite of the above limitations, imporumt discoveries
have been made using this method, isom's formulation
demonsu'aLes that wben the flow becomes delocalizud the
ampttude of the acoustic wave in the far-fieM should hdl
off like l/B, whe_ g is the di._anee along • line tangent
to the stoic cylinder as shown in figme 2 fg]. Pun:ell
[ 10], using •hdl potential code, was able to get f_rly
good agreement with experiment at the tonic cylinder.
However, the agree.meatdeterioratedsome at greater
distancesfnxn therotorMade whe_ Isom'sequation was
used. Ne_. the mnpfitudes of the eegmive pe,k
presstm_ q_re still wi_in 15 to 20 percent of the
experimen_ values for • rectangular blade with a tip
Mach eumba of 0.90 and 0.92. At tip Mach numbers of
0.88 mid lower Ute _reement was not as good because of
theneglectingofme nonline_term,sincethe flow is no
longer deiccalizod, as well as the coarsening of the grid
near the sonic cylind_. Meanwhile, at tip Mach numbers
higher tlum 0.92 Ute full potential code had difficulty
converging. However,theampttude ofthenegative peak
pressure would probably be overpredicted since the
assumptions that the shock is isentropic and that me
curvatu_ of the shock in a plane normal to the plane of
rotadon is negligible are both no longer valid,
Comoutational Fluid Dynamics
Most _ methods can be constructed to satisfy me
acousticequationsof pmpegation as well as to calcula_
thetransonicflowfieldinthevicinityofme rotorblade.
Tl_o¢c, theuse of a purely _ method has also been
W_ to investigate HSI t_se. Previously such a
method was thought to be imwactical, with an accura_
solution requiring too large of computer resources. This
study demonsmur_ that it is feasible to extend the domain
of • _ method to the far-field to calculate
_atul_y the ae,mdynamics and the acoustics.
Numeral Solution Procedure
The numerical solution wocedure of CFD requires me
determination of the proper set of governing equations.
numerical algmithm, and computational grid.
fmmzm.emmmms
The choice of governing equations affects the
computational time and the ievei of physics modelled.
The te.:_ymunic flow about rotor blades has been solved
over • wide range of governing equations, from lifting-
line to Navia-Stokes. The linear methodswe clearly not
mital_ for examining HSI noise since the need to captme
me transonic flow field in the vicinity of the rotor blade
requires • nonlinear method. However, in order to model
HSI noise • nonlincar method must do more than just
capture • _ic flow fw,M. The governing equations
must accunnely model the shock strength, location and
curvaue as well as the nontnear propagation of acoustic
w•m_.
The transonic small disturbance (TSD) formulation
provides the simplest and computationally most efficient
approach to study nonlinear problems. It is derived by
eliminating morn of the nonlinear terms from the full-
poumtial equation, based on assumptions of the orde_ of
the various terms in the vicinity of the rotor blade.
However. this elimination of some of the terms based on
terodynamic coasideradons results in a modified
clmmcteristic equation. Because of this, the TSD
formulation is •or as well suited for studying the
nonlinear propagation of acoustic waves, In tddition, the
shock jump conditiom modelled by me TSD formulation
tlmits the method to relatively weak shocks. The
strengthofsmmgshocksi orated andtheshocks
are located further downstre4_n. Thus, the TSD
formulation is unsuitable for studying HSI noise at •
disumce from the rot_.
The Navier.Stokes equation set is the most complete
physical model. The Navier-Stokes and the Euler
equations are often solved using the same numerical
algor/lhm, by including or neglecting the viscousterms.
However. the resolution of the viscous boundary layer
requires a fine grid and results in a very stiff set of
equations. These two factorscombine to resultinlarger
computer requirements for solving the Navier.Stokes
equations. Fortunately, since the noise induced by
viscous drag and/or viscous-inviscid interaction is
minimal itis not necessaryto solve the Navicr-Stokes
equations m study HSI noise.
The full potential equation correctly models thenonlinear
propagation of an acoustic wave exactly. Furthermore,
the shock jump conditionsare better modelled than for the
TSD formulation. However, the shocks are still asstuned
to be isentropic. Thus, the curvature of shocks is
neglected. This results in a slight overprediction of the
strength of very strong shocks as well as a location
fml.her downstream. The EUl_ equations modelshocks
correctly by eliminating the isentropic assumption. They
also properly model the nonGnear propagation of acoustic
waves aswellastheconvectionofentropy and vorticity.
Taking into account all of the above considerations, at •
minimum the fullpotentialequation shouldbe usedto
study HSI noise. However, since very strongshocks are
possible, the best choice is to use the Euler equations.
Numerical Algorithm
Although the Euler equations properly model the
nonlinear propagation of acoustic waves, a numerical
algorithm must be implemented that maintains this
favorable characteristic when the equations are discretized.
At the same time the algorithm ust maintain stability
in the hyperbolicouterre,on _ keep the computational
time reasonable. Fortunately, each one of these
considerationsdoes not have Io be considered separately.
Rather, they ate inter-related. Numerical algorithms that
take into account more of the fluid physics tend to be
more stable and ultimately require less computational
time.
Central-difference schemes are well suited for studying
flows that are basically elliptic in space, because the
stencil assumes that information navels equally in all
directions.However, they require artificial dissipation
models to stabilize the flow in regions where the flow
becomes spatially hyperbolic, Unless the dissipation
model is very sophisticated,takingintoaccount whatthe
true domains of dependence and influence should be, too
much dissipation is added in some regions and the
solution accuracyisdegraded.On the otherhand,upwind-
b_ schemes are formedon the basisofthetheoryof
characteristicsand attemptto model accuratelythe
pmpaption of waves aswellastheconvectionofmass,
entropyand vofticity.No explicitartificialdissipalion
models are requiredto stabilizetheseschemes. In
addition, no special bom_ary conditions ate required at the
far-fiekl since the up, rind-biased schemes nssm_ that these
boondaries ave non-reflecting.
"Die increased stability of implicit schemes over explicit
schemes is desirable to speed up the convergence to a
sleady-state solution. However, this must be balanced
againstthe increasedcomputationaleffort periteration. In
order to solve the nonlinear equations implicidy, the
equations are lincafized. The lineafizadonof thek_-hand-
side (LHS) is usually limited to the first-order termsand
resultsin a single large-bandwidth matrix. Further
approximations are made becauseof the difficulty of
inverting this matrix directly. Usually approximate
factcrization(AF) in twoorthreeofthespatialdirections
is performed. However, the inversion of the resulting
block-uridiagonal matrices is still time consuming and the
factorization errors may limit the stability of the scheme.
Therefore, Jameson and Ynon [11] developed an alternate
method, LU-SGS. to solve the LHS. The Jncobian terms
that result from 5nearization are simplified such that an
LDU factorization can be performed in which only scalar
inversions are needed. This drastically reduces the
computationaleffort,to thepointwherethecalculationf
theLHS isonlya fractionofthetotalcalculation.An
additional benefit is an increase in stability due to the
reductioninthe factorizationerror.
Chen etaluseda finite.volume algorithm basedon Roe
upwind-biasing with high-order MUSCL.type limiting
(third-order accurate in space)on the right-hand-sideand
theLU-SGS implicitoperatoron the left-hand-sideto
calculateheaerodynamicsofrotorblades[12].The code
was originallydevelopedtosolvetheproblemin the
inertial frame. However, he also demonstrated the ability
of the code to calculate the flow in the reference frame of
the rotor tl_ough the addition of source terms in the
momentum equations. The comparisonwith experiment
was excellent. The shocks were well defined with the
pressure jump occurring across a maximum of three grid
cells.
The algorithm in Cben's code translates the favorable
futures of the Euler equations (accurate modelling of
inviscid shocksand propagating waves) into a discretized
form in • computationally efficient manner. Thus, his
code is used to undertake the investigation of HSI noise.
Since this investigation is limited to rotors in hover, the
source termsareincluded to look at the problem in the
steady reference frame oftherotor. This allows for spatial
variation of the free.step to accelerate convergence and
also eliminates the need to performNewton iterations.
CmmaU_nt_a1_
Once an appropriate set of governing equations and
numerical algorithm are chosen it is still necessary to
determine the proper computationalgrid upon which to
discretize the problem. A grid topolosy mustbe chosen
that can accurmely model the blade geometry and allow for
easy validation with experimeat. Furthermore, because a
fine dimibution of grid points everywhere in the flow
domain is computationallyprohibitive the grid points
must be clustered in the regionsof largegradientsand in
the reglom of most interesu
The basic grid u)poiogy chosenis thesame as that in the
work of Che_ et al [12-13]. A cylindrical grid is formed
by solving Poisson equations. A planar two-dimensional
C-grid is ge_ at each desin_lcross-sectionalong the
span of the rotor blade and the ficutious extension of the
blade. Then, each of the planar grids is deformed to lie at
a constant radhd distance from the center of the roar
blade's rotation. These grids are stacked together to form
a cylindrical C-H grid. This process distorts the blade
planform since it results in curved spanwisestations on
the blade. The distortion is very small if the planform is
rectangular. However, the distm_ionincreases if the blade
has sweep and can no longer be neglectedsincetransonic
flow is very sensitive to smallchanges in sweep.
The planform of the two rotor blades to be examined is
illustrated in figure: 3. Since the DART blade contains
significant sweep, Chen's grids were modified. The grid
in the vicinity of the rotor blade surface is allowed to
remain planar and smoothly blends away from the blade
surface into the grid with constant radial sections. This
results in the correct planform shape. The constant radial
stations away from the blade simplify validation with
experiment. The spatial angular variation in pressure
along the moving grid corresponds to the temporal
variation in pressure meas_ed by a stationary acoustic
microphone.
Computational grids for calculating the aerodynamics of
rotor blades lend to be highly cluste_l in the vicinity of
the rotor blade surface with a coarse distribution of points
away from the blade. Although acceptable for
aerodynamic calculations, this is not acceptable for
acoustic calculatiot_ A t'medism'bution of points is also
needed away from theblade to capture and propagate the
acoustics accurately. However, a fine disuibution of grid
points in all three directions everywhere in the flow field
is not practical, h is also not necessary since the acoustic
disturbance is limited to a small, region in the vicinity of
the linearcharacteristic curve. The definition of this
linearcharacteristiccurveisverysimplefora rotorin.
hover. A fineclusteringofpointsaway from therotor
onlyinthevicinityofthischaracteristiccurvedrastically
reduces _ number of grid points requited. It is obtained
by rotating the grid sectiorxs outboard of the rotor dp such
that the clustering of grid points in the fictitious
extension of the rotor blade is moved into the region of
the linear characteristic curve. The schematic of such a
grid in the plane of the rotor blade is illuswated in figure
4. Note that although the cylindrical nature of the grid
reduces the skewness of the grid towards the outer
boundary, it is still rather large and a potential sourceof
instability or errors. The calculation time is reduced
further by calculating only the bottom half of the flow
field for non-lifting rotors with symmetric airfoil
sections.
Validationand Com mei.u:m
The high-speod impulsive noise from a non-lifting
hovering rotor blade is calculated using the above
numerical solution procedm_ to determine the validity of
such, method for calculating direcdy the far-field noise.
The rotor blade examined is that used in both the
experiments of Boxwell et al [14] and Purcell [10]. The
blade is a lr/th scale model of a U]-I-IH main rotor with
straight untwisted blades of constant chord and a NACA
0012 airfoil sectiOn. This rotor is 41,14 inches in radius
with a 3 inch chord for an aspect ratio of aPtm3ximately
13.7. The planform of this rectangular rotor blade is
shown in figure 3.
The calculationsm performed on a C-H gridcovering the
lower halfof the flow field. It consistsof64 points in
the wrap-around direction with 46 points on the blade,59
points in the spanwise direction with 15 points on the
blade and 31 points in the normal direction. The inner
radial stationis located 3.5 chords away from the center of
rotation, while the outer radial station is located43 chords
away. The lower grid boundary is located 16 chords
below the planeof therotor. Such a mesh requires
dighfly more than one hour of Cray2 CPU time to reach
conve_mce.
Due to the importance of delocadization the method is
validated against experimental conditions for which the
flow is just barely delocalized, not quite delocalized and
highly delocalized. Only the experimental results of
Purcell are shown because of the similarity to the results
of goxwell et ai. Comparisons are also made with
previous computaLions.
Rectant,ular Blade. tip ]_ach number= 0.90
Experiments establish that at a tip Mach number of 0.90
the rectangular blade is just barely delocalized. Thus, a
sharp jump in the pressure is propagated all the way out
to the far-field. This is a good testcasebecause a CFD
codehasneverbeenusedbeforetotryto maintain a shock
wave outtosuchlargedistances.Inaddition,almostall
ofthepreviousmethodshavecalculatedtheHSI noiseof
thiscaseto determinetheirvalidityto handlesuch a
criticalconditionasdeloc_iza_ion.
A comparison between experiment and the Euler
calculations using a 64x59x31 grid is shown in figure 5
for the time hiswries m various i_.ations. The agreement
with experiment is excellent at both the sonic cylinder and
at 2.18 rotor radiL The amplitude of the negative peak
pressure b well predicted,within 5% of the experimental
values. The sluep pre_ure jump across thepropagating
shock wave is clearly evident as well as the initial
compression. The width of the wave is also well
predicted. Although the agreement at 3.09 rotor radii
_s somewhat, it is still very good. Two possible
reasons exist for the slight deterioration in agreement at
3.09 rotor radii: the skewness of the grid is starting to
affect the accuracy; and/or slight inaccuracies in the
calculationsategradually accumulating as one moves so
faraway from the rmor. However, to keep the amount of
the disagreement in perspective one must realize that the
difference in _ amplitude of the negative peak _ is
sdllonlyabout10%,aboutequaltotheamount-ofenur
said to be pee_t in such experiments [1].
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The results from Purcell [10], using a full potential code
and Isom's equation, are also plotted in figure 5. The
amplitude of the negative peak pressure and the width of
the wave are well predicted by the full potential code at
the sonic cylinder. However, the initial comwession is
somewhat underpredicted and the part of the wave
followingthe sharpcompressionappearstooscillate
incorrectly, lsom's equation is used w propagate the
solution to 3.09 rotor radii. At that location the
amplitude of the negative peak pressure is underpredicted
by almosz 20%. The width of the pressure pulse is too
narrow and thediscrepanciesbeforeand afterthemain
acoustic wave remain. Figure 6 compares the predicted
amplitude of the negative peak pressure for all of the
previous methods to the current method as well as to the
experiment. The calculations of Purcell are seen to be
much better quantitatively than any of the previous
calculations using the aconstic analogy approach (Schmitz
and Yu [8], Aggarwal [15] and Prieur [7]). However, the
current Euler calculations are now for the t'h-sttime within
the boundsof experimental end'.
Rectangular Blade. tip Mach number = 0.88
Experiments show that at a tip Mach number of 0.88 the
rectangular blade is not yet delocalized. Although the
contribution of nonlinearities is non-negligible, the high-
frequency content is minimal and as a resultthe far-field
pressure time history is almost symmetrical. Thu_, no
sharp jump in the pressure is propagated all the way out
to the far-field. This is clearly visible in the first part of
figure 7 which plots the experimental and computational
time histories at 3.09 rotor radii. The shape of the wave
is well predicted by the Euler code. In addition, the
amplitude of the negative peak pressure is well predicted,
within 12e£ of the experimental value. This difference is
half of that due to the predictions of Purcell, possibly
because PurceU's calculationseglecthenonlinear term
when the flow is not delocalizcd. Codes using the
acoustic analogy approach teml to predict the amplitude of
the negative peak pressm_ fairly well, due to the localized
natm'e of the nonlinearities. •
Rectangular Blade. tip Math number= 0.92
When the tip Mach number of the rectangular rotor blade
reaches 0.92 the flow becomes highly delocalized. The
acoustic analogy methodstend to drastically overpredict
the amplitude of the negative peak pressure, by
approximately a factor of two. High-frequency contentof
the acoustic wave is very large with significant
nonlinearities. The second part of figure 7 plots the time
histories at 3.09 rotor radii fortheexperiment, the Euler
calculations on a 64x59x31 grid and Purcell's
calculations. In this case the amplitude of the negative
peak pressure is well predictedby both methods (about a
8% difference for both), well within the range of
experimental error. The ELdermethod accurately predicts
the shape and width of the negative pressure pulse as well
as the initial compression. The over-expansion_ter the
shock wave is not as well predicted. As was the case fora
tip Mach number of 0.90, the full potential and Isom's
equauon method of Pmr,en p_,dicts a nanower pulse width
and uaderpredictsthe initial compression as well .as
oscillates after the sexing compression wave.
Grid Sensitivity Studies
Inordertoassessthedependenceofthesolutionon grid
sizeand thelocationof thelowergridboundary,two
se_tivity studies were performed on the rectangular blade
for the case of a tip Mach number of 0.90.
As mentioned earlier all of the above calculations were
performed on a C-H grid consisting of 64 points in the
wraparound direction with 46 points on the blade, 59
points in the spanwise direction with 15 points on the
blade and 31 points in the normal direction, requiring
approximately one hour of Cray2 CPU time and seven
million words of memory. The solutions using the above
grid were found to be very accurate when compared to
experiment. Thus, the effect of grid resolution is studied
by decreasing the number of grid points in the hope that
fewergrid points might still give adcquam results.
The original grid was used to generate three smaller grids.
The smallest considered consists of every other grid point
in every direction of the original grid (i/8 as many grid
points) or a 31x30x16 grid with 23x8 points on the rotor
blade surface. The next smallest grid keeps all of the grid
points in the normal direction, but discards every other
grid point in the wrap-around and spanwis¢ directions.
This results in a 31x30x31 grid with 23x8 points on the
rotor blade surface. The largestof the three smaller grids
discards onlyevery other grid pointin the spanwise
direction of the original grid, resulting in a 64x30x31 grid
with 46x8 points on the rotor blade surface.
As slatedearlier, when the flow is deiocalized the
amplitude of the acoustic wave in the far-field is inversely
proportional to the tangential distance to the sonic
cylinder, B. Therefore, Figure g plots the amplitude of
the scaled negative peak pressure (scaled by multiplying
by g) ve_'_xs g. AS expected, the two experimental values
display the relative insensitivity of this scaled pressure
with distance. The original fine grid soludon indicatesan
initial increase in the scaled pressure with distance but
then is relatively constant between values of _ between
!.5 and 2.5. Mtera value of B greater than 2.5 _ scaled
pressure starts to decrease, probably indicating that the
growing skewness of the gridis inu'oducing numerical
error. Yet the error at 3.09 rowr radii is still within
experimental bounds. The largest of the three smaller
grids (half as many points in the spanwise direction)
results in a nearly identical curve. However, the
additional dropping of every other point in the wrap-
around direction and then in the normaldirecuon causes
the accuracy of thesolution to deterioratedrastically. The
smallest grid predicts a negative peak pressure at 2.18
rotor mdli that isonlytwo-thirdsof the amplitude of the
experimental value. In addition, the time histories
displayedinfigure 9 indicate that the initial compression
and the over-expansion after the shockwave are notwell
predicted. Note, that the decreased resolution in the
spuwise direction has almost no effecton the time
hisu_.
Thus, it appears that the solution is least sensitive to the
number of grid points in the q_anw_ di_on. This is
not surprising, since the outer portion of the grid is
rotated such that the clustering of points follows the
acoustic wave. The largest gradients in the flow field tend
to lie in the wrap-around direction and the direction
normal to the plane of rotation. This grid sensitivity
study indicates that a 64x30x31 grid with 46x8 pointson
the _d surface is adequate to predicthigh-speedimpulsive
noise of a non-lifting rotor blade in hover. This results in
a grid of approximately 60,000 grid points and a
computational time of approximately 40 minutes on a
Cray-XMP using less than fourmillionwords ofmain
memory.
Grid Boundary t,ec.a_
As mentioned previously, all of the above calculations are
performed on a C-H grid with the lower grid boundary
located 16 chords from the plane of the rotor. However,
original calculations to study the HSI noise were
performed on the same 64x59x31 grid but with the lower
boundary located only g chords below the plane of the
rotor.
The change in the location of this boundary has a
negligible effect on the time histories at the sonic cylinder
and at ;2,18 rotor radii. However, if this boundary is
located only 8 chordsfromtheplane of the rotor the time
history at 3.09 rotor radii is distorted. This is visible in
figure 10, for a tip Mach number of 0.90. The solution
now containsan unphysical bump in the time history in
the region following the shock wave. The same trend is
visible in solutions for tip Mach numbers of 0.88 and
0,92. The unphysical bump in the solution is most
likely due to a small reflection off the lower grid
boundary. Thus, the effect of the reflection is only
visible at larger radial distances by which time the
reflected wave reaches the plane of the rotor. By moving
this boundary farther away the amplitude of the reflection
is decreased and the location of the point that such a
weaker reflected wave reaches the plane of the rotor is
moved radially outward. Although the location of the
lower grid boundary hasabnostno effect Gnthe amplitude
of thenegative peak pressure it is still best to place this
boundaryatleast16chordsDora theplaneoftherotor.
Results for Two Planform Shapes
It is one thing to demonstrate the ability of a code to
predict accurate results on a few selectedtest cases for a
very simple geometry. However, the true usefulness of a
method is its applicability to more complex geornelsies
and a wide range of operating conditions.Therefore,to
demonsu'ate the usefulness and practicality of the Euler
method for calculating HSI noise the scope of the
investigation is expanded. The rectangularrotorblade as
well as the swept-tip DART (Drag and Acoustic Rotor
Test) rotor blade is investigated for tip Mach numben
ranging from 0.80 to 0.95. Both l_mfonnsareillustrated
in figure 3.
The exact _ of the DART blade is given in the
paper by Bridgeman. et al [16]. The DART rotor uses an
extensiveparabolic sweep which gives an approximately
constant leading edge necmal Mach number outboard of
0.75 rotor radii. The rotor employs NACA 00XX
profiles which taper from 12% thickness at 0.75 rotor
radiito9.5% thicknessatthetip.The rectangularblade
solutionsareperformedon the64x59x31gridmentioned
previously,while the DART blade solutionsare
performedon a 64x30x31 gridwith46x8 pointson the
bladesurface.Increasingthenumberofgridpointsinthe
spanwise direction for the DART blade solutionshasa
negligible effect.
ComparisonwithExt_.riment
Purcell conducted the acoustic test of the DART rotor
blade in hover [17]. The DART blade was found to
deiocalize at a tip Mach number of approximately 0.91,
only slightly higher than for the rectangular blade.
However, the amplitude of the peak negative pressure was
found to be one-thixd to one-half of that due to the
rectangular blade over a tip Mach numberrange of 0.90 to
0.95. Purcell also performed acoustic calculations using
the full potential code and lsom's equation [17]. The
amplitude of the negative peak pressure at 2.18 rotor radii
was underpredictedby 15 to 30% and there was a large
overshool of the positive peak due to the overexpansion
of the shock when the flow became delocalized.
The amplitudes of the negative peak pressures for
experiment and the Euler method are plotted in figure 11
versus tip Mach number for the two blade planforms.
The experirnenml rectangular blade dam is that mea..q,u_ at
3.09rotoradii, while the DART bladeexperimentaldam
is thatmeasured at 2.18 rot_ radii and scaled by I/B to
predictthatat 3.09 mtof radii (only data at 2.18 rotor rnd/i
is available for the DART blade experiment). The
computed data for both blades is that predicted by the
Euler code at 3.09 rotor radii. The agreement between the
Euler method and experiment is excellent for the
rectangular rotor blade, with a difference between the two
oflessthan12% forallofthevarioustip Mach numbe_
considered.The agreementbetweendam from theEuler
code and the DART blade experiment is not as good but
thedifference is still lets than30%. The Eu]er code was
found earlier to seem to become lessaccurate after 2.18
rOtOrradii. Thus. a direct comparison between the
experimental and computed values at 2.18 rotor radii
reveals that the differences at that location are only 5 to
15%.
ComoarisonsWith EachOther
It has already been noted that the change in planform of
the DART blade relative to the rectangular blade reduces
the amplitude of the negative peak pressure as well as
delaystheonsetofdelocalization. The calculationsdown
to a tip Mach number of 0.80 reveal that even at such
relatively moderate tip speeds the DART blade exhibits
reduced acoustic noise. However, a comparison of the
computedtimehbmcies at the son/¢ cylinder and at 2.18
roUx nKIii, plomxl in l'qlure 12 and 13, also rereads tlm
the DART blade does not show any iniual comw_sion
wave. This is also visible in the experimental time
histories [17]. The lack of the initial compression is
probably due to the fact that the sweep in the tip region
provides more spanwise flow which relieves the
comwession in the leading edge region. This decreases
the pressure drag in the tip reg/on as is visible in the
aerodynamic calculations of Bridgeman, et al [16].
The timehistoriesatthesoniccySnderindicatehatwhen
theflowis_cdm_d, IJ_ amplit_leoflhenegativepeak
pressurefromtheDART bladeisjustaslargeasthatdue
totherectangularblade.However,thewidthofthepulse
ismuch smallerdue tothe decreasedchordinthe dp
region. The smallerpulsewidthresultsina sl_onger
gradientintheexpansionwave. As thewavespropagate
outward,nonlinearitiescausethesteeperexpansionwave
from theDART bladetoflattenmore andthewidthofthe
pulse to increasefaster.Thus,by the time thatthe
acousticwaves reach2.18rotorradiithewidthsof the
pulsesfrom thetwo bladesarecomparable.Furthermore,
the amplitudeof the negativepeak pressurefrom the
DART bladebecomes much smallerwhen compared to
thatfrom therectangularblade.This indicatesthata
comparisonof onlytheamplitudeofthenegativepeak
pressureclosew thebladeisnotenoughifdteflowis
delocalized,thewidthofthepulseisalsoimportantsince
that also affects the acoustic intensity.
The scaled negative pressure peak is ploued versus the
tangential distance to the sonic cylinder in figure 14 for
thetwo bladesattipMach numbersrangingfrom0.88to
0.95.BeforetheonsetofdelocaJizadon,theplotsindicate
thatthisfunctionincreasesgraduallyand monotonically
with distanceto itsfar-fieldvalues.Inaddition,the
valuesareveryclosetothefar-fieldvaluesby thetime
that g _hes values of one. However, once the flow
becomes deiocalized this function no longer increases
monotonically. Rather, initially the function increases
rapidly with distance due to the,slrong contribution fzom
the nonlinear sources near the sonic cylinder. Then, the
functiondecreasesasthesw0ng expansion wave flattens
and the pulse width becomes wider. Because the DART
blade initially has a sleeper expansion wave and smaller
pulse width, this effect is more pronounced. This effect is
also more pronounced as the flow field becomes more
delucalized. The far.fgld values are not appmacbed until B
reaches values of almost two,correspondingto at least
two rotor radii from the center of rotation.
This work demonstrates that with special attention to the
numerical solution procedures the use of a purely CFD
method to cakulate hig-speed impulsive noise is not only
feasible, but practical as well. For the fwst time, CFD
calculates the HSI noiseout to a distanceof slighdy over
IJ_r_ roar radii over a wide range of dp Mach numbers
for two different planforms. The comp_son to date with
expe_menzal data is very encouraging with excellent
agreement, better than any other existing method. The
detailed infonnation available increases the understanding
of HSI robe by gaining new insigiu into the mechanisms
of m3elinear pns_Sa_a and how far away from the mmr
one must be to make a valid comparisonof different
ro/m_: a distance of approximately two rotor radii from
the center of rotation//the flow becomes delocafised.
Futurework will concen_ateon extending the method to
forward flight and to caseswith lift- The extension to
forward flight is relatively straight forward. The only
difficulty concerns the p_per gridding of sucha problem.
The unsteadymorion of the blade relative to the acoustic
wave requires a time-adaptive grid to malnt&in the
clus_rb_g of the gr/d in _ vicinity of _ acoustic wave.
The extension to lifting rotor blades is more difficult
since it requires the accurate inclusion of the effects of the
wake. It also requires better resolution in the part of the
grid away from the plane of rotation. However, once a
lifting rotor in forward flight is calculated it will be
possible to begin examining the feasibility of using CFD
methodsto examine blade-vortexinteraction noise.
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